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QUESTION 1

You want to execute a query in Alfresco Full-Text Search that returns only nodes with a custom text property
my:property that exactly matches 1000. Which query would be correct? 

A. The correct query is: my:property:1000 

B. The correct query is: =my:property:1000 

C. The correct query is: !my:property:1000 

D. The correct query is: ~my:property:1000 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of widgetUtils.findObject function in the Aikau framework? 

A. Used to find an existing widget while creating new Aikau pages. 

B. Used to find a list of all Aikau widget objects used in the application. 

C. Used to find an existing widget while extending Out-of-the-box Aikau pages. 

D. Used to find a list of all Aikau pages used in the application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which web script object can be used to retrieve the values of web script parameters specified in-line within the URL
path, within FreeMarker templates and JavaScript code? 

A. url.templateArgs 

B. url.args 

C. arguments 

D. args 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alfresco Webscript is called via a POST request to the URL /example/mycontent/item1, relative to the Alfresco
Content Services REST API base URL. Based on RESTful principles and standards, what will be the result of this call? 
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A. The existing resource `item1\\' is updated. 

B. The existing resource `item1\\' is updated. 

C. The content of the resource `item1\\' is returned to the user. 

D. A new resource `item1\\' is added. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A scheduled job can execute a piece of logic either by itself or wrapped inside a repository action. What is the benefit of
defining a template action for the scheduled job? 

A. The job can execute a logic that is not related specifically to a node. 

B. The job can execute a logic multiple times, once for each node returned by a query. 

C. The job can execute a logic only once and does a mass update of nodes returned by a query. 

D. The job can execute a logic multiple times on the same specific node. 

Correct Answer: D 
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